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Abstract—By means of mobile apps travellers are able to
share their experiences during trips. Thus, lots of travel
blogs arise with different reports that contain lots of
information about a travel destination. This information is
of interest for other travellers and for travel destinations.
Travel report posted in New Zealand are used to analyse the
behaviour of travellers. The analysis is carried out by
means of NoSQL technologies. Because the analysed travel
reports are assigned to a degree of longitude and latitude, a
representation of all travel reports on a map of New
Zealand can be derived, which allows to analyse the
geographical distribution of the travel reports across the
country. In addition, a text search for words which describe
places of interest is combined with the visualization of travel
reports. The application of this approach to travel reports
about New Zealand allows to assign summarized travel
reports to national parks and movie locations.

B. User-generated Content and Analytics
User-generated content (UGC) in tourism is considered
to be a good source of information for National Tourism
Organizations
(NTOs),
Destination
Marketing
Organizations (DMOs) and future travelers due to the
facts, that it consists of freely expressed opinions. A
quantitative analysis of UGC may be useful on one side
for NTOs in order to improve their policies for branding
and positioning. On the other side it can be useful for
DMOs in order to improve the promotion of products or
services [10]. The use of analytics in travel and tourism
allows to understand travelers’ sentiments and
preferences using online user-generated content [11].
II.

Index Terms—smart tourism, travel blogs, NoSQL, analytics,
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I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Smart Tourism and Travel Blogs
In opposite to e-Tourism where travellers prepare and
follow up their trips using websites in order to get, share
and process information, they act within Smart Tourism
during their trip [1]. Smart tourism is a social
phenomenon arising from the convergence of information
and communication technologies (ICT) with the tourism
experience [2], [3]. ICT systems enable travellers to share
their travel experiences in order to assist other travellers
in their decision making process to revive and reinforce
their travel experiences [1], [4]. Travel blogs are sources
of information which contain tourist experiences. They
represent “personal online diaries” with individual blog
entries, that are related to a planned, a current or a past
travel [5]-[9]. Travel blogs consist of stories which are
enriched with photos and videos and show travel
experiences at first hand.

A. Travel Blogs and Travel Blog Platform
Travel blogs can be shared with the general public or
with certain persons by means of a website. Within the
scope of this study the travel blog platform traveloca.com
was used. At the end of 2017 it contained 68.799 travel
reports with 316.620 photos or videos in 59 languages
over all five continents. In order to publish travel
experiences during trips, travel blog apps for iOS and
Android smartphones and tablet computers are available
[12].
B. Analysis of Travel Blogs Using NoSQL Technigues
Travel reports about New Zealand were investigated
on basis of JSON-documents. For this purpose, the travel
report data had been imported in the NoSQL database
MongoDB, which offers an Aggregation Framework to
analyze data [13]. In order to visualize the data by means
of a map a geo-based analysis has been carried out. The
representation within a map was performed by means of
an in-house development in JavaScript and the Google
maps API [14]. Data of the New Zealand Government
have been included in a separate layer of a map to assign
travel reports to places of interest [15].
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III.

NEW ZEALAND AS DESTINATION FOR TRAVEL
BLOGGERS

A. New Zealand as Travel Destination
New Zealand reports a number of 3.5 Million visitor
arrivals in one year. The percental increase of visitor
growth is the second largest for German tourists [16].
New Zealand is for young Germans a very interesting
destination. According to a survey with 2234 persons
with an average age of 24 years, New Zealand is with a
quote of 24, 3% the second interesting destination for a
work and travel stay [17].
B. Travel Reports about New Zealand
A travel blog at traveloca.com consists of travel reports,
which are assigned to different travel stops. The travel
stops are visualized on a map showing the travel route.
For every blog the distance of the travel route, the
number of stops, the number of travel reports and the
number of persons are shown, which follow the blog.
2165 travel reports had been created about New Zealand
in 8 languages until the end of 2017, where German,
English, French and Dutch are the most popular
languages.
IV.

ANALYTICS OF TRAVEL BLOGS: FINDINGS

Figure 2. Monthly distribution of travel reports within the years 2010
to 2017

In Fig. 2 the number of travel reports, which had been
published within the years 2010 to 2017 are shown as a
function of the month, where they were published. A
wavelike seasonal distribution is shown with high number
of reports with a maximum value at February. The
number of reports decrease continuously until a minimum
value is reached in July. In August the number of reports
start to increase clearly with a continuous increase until
November. The number of published travel reports show
a seasonal distribution, which can be explained by a
strong travel activity in New Zealand’s summer and a
weak travel activity in New Zealand’s winter.

A. Temporal Development Seasonal Distribution
The number of travel reports per year are shown in Fig.
1 starting from the year 2010 with 59 reports at the
beginning. Since then, the number of travel reports has
increased strongly reaching the maximum value in the
year 2016 with a number of 563 reports. In the year 2017
515 travel reports were published. The strong temporal
increase can be explained by a continuous travel activity
increase to New Zealand, which agrees to the statistical
data showing a continuous increase of the number of
visitors in general [18]. Fig. 1 shows a strong increase in
travel reports starting 2013, which may be related to the
advertising campaign called "100% Middle-earth, 100%
Pure New Zealand" [19]. However, the increase of the
number of travel reports has also to be seen as
consequence of the increase blogger numbers within the
travel community at traveloca.com as a whole.

B. Language of Travel Reports
Fig. 3 shows the number of travel reports according to
the distribution of different languages. About 78% of all
reports were written in German language. 14 % of all
reports were created in English, 4 % in French and 2 % in
Dutch language. In addition, further travel reports about
New Zealand were written in Romanian, Spanish,
Russian and Czech language.

Figure 1. Temporal development of travel reports since 2010

Figure 3. Distribution of travel reports to different languages
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C. Distribution of Travel Reports
The visualization of all travel reports across the
country New Zealand is shown in Fig. 4 in form of a heat
map. Areas with the highest number of travel reports are
shown in red. Yellow areas represent a middle number of
reports. Green areas indicate, that in these areas travel
reports are published with minor numbers. A lot of
reports were published in Auckland. A reason is, that a
lot of trips to New Zealand both start and end at
Auckland Airport. As a consequence, most of the
travellers stay at Auckland for some days. Also
Wellington, Christchurch and Queenstown are popular
destinations, because they are part of a round trip across
the northern and southern part of New Zealand.

The blue areas contain 14 national parks of New
Zealand. For the national parks, which are located near
the areas with the highest number of travel reports, the
names are included in the heat map. Fig. 5 delivers a very
good agreement between the locations, where the travel
reports were published, and the position of the national
parks. Abel “Tasman”, “Mount Richmond” and also
“Tongariro” are national parks with the highest number
of travel reports. Obviously, they are very popular to
German travel bloggers. For national parks „Te
Urewera“ and „Catlins“ there are only a few travel
reports. These national parks do not enjoy great
popularity among German travelers. In Fig. 6 a heat map
is represented for all travel reports in German language
which contain the expressions “Der Hobbit” or “Herr der
Ringe” (“Lords of the Rings”). In this map the blue areas
show the locations, where the movies “Der Hobbit” or
“Herr der Ringe” had been recorded. Again, a very good
agreement between the locations, where the travel reports
were published, and the position of film locations is
obtained.

Figure 4. Geographical distribution of travel reports over New Zealand
(map data © 2018 Google)

D. Assignment of Travel Reports to Places of Interest
In order to allow an assignment of the travel reports to
additional places of interest, the reports are restricted to
German language. Thus, a geographical analysis can be
combined with a text search in German language. A
restriction to travel reports which contain the word
“Nationalpark” (national park in English) delivers the
following heat map (Fig. 5).

Figure 6. Geographical distribution of travel reports, which contain the
expressions “Der Hobbit” or “Herr der Ringe” (map data © 2018
Google)

Fig. 6 also shows, that the area especially around
Auckland is very popular for travelers who are interested
in movies like “Hobbit” or “The Lord of the Rings”. “The
Lord of the Rings” is an example how movies can
increase the number of tourists at a destination they
portrayed [20].
V.

User-generated content in terms of travel blogs of a
travel blog platform has been analyzed to investigate the
behavior of travelers to New Zealand. For this purpose,
NoSQL technologies were used. The temporal
distribution of travel reports confirms the increasing
interest tourists show to New Zealand. A geographical
visualization of travel reports across New Zealand has
been presented. A combined analysis of geographical
distribution and text search allows to assign travel reports
to places of interests. An assignment to national parks
and locations of movies has been carried out successfully
for travel reports created in German language.

Figure 5. Geographical distribution of travel reports, which contain the
word “Nationalpark” (map data © 2018 Google)
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